
                                                            Chapter One

                       War is being waged at Notre-Dame-des-Victoires.
                       This is not a battleground like Omaha Beach or Bosworth
Field, this is a church in the center of Quebec City, Canada. The weapons are
not M1 rifles or sabers or Sherman tanks but words. Some are multi-syllabic, others
consist of four letters and are direct and to the point. They are often accompanied by 
glares, shrugs, looks of condescension  or contempt or at times, both. The
two sides are not separated by deep well-fortified trenches but by years. A patina
of civility cloaks the proceedings but there is no doubt that this clash of wills is
becoming more and more destructive. At stake is not life, liberty and the pursuit
of happiness but the well being of a motion picture into which many millions of
dollars have been invested with more to come.
                      On one side we have Montgomery Clift, at age 33 an exciting young 
actor who in five short years has elevated himself into the top echelon of 
Hollywood's bankable talent. His roots are in New York City and the Broadway stage 
where he learned his craft, specifically the "method", a technique already being used 
to great effect by Marlon Brando. Often moody, at times insecure, always 
introspective, Clift has been labeled "trouble" by some of those with whom he has 
worked. It's more likely that he is a perfectionist who demands the same 
commitment to the work that he himself invests and will tolerate nothing less.
                     On the other side, we have Alfred Hitchcock, England's gift to the
art of motion pictures, a man of unquestioned taste and talent, whose track record
as a director of profitable films is unequaled by his peers. At age 54 Hitchcock
comes from a different school of film making. Often dictatorial in his methods ,
some say he regards actors as a necessary evil to be tolerated in the making of a
motion picture. Prior to filming, Hitchcock storyboards the entire film, every long
shot, every close up and every transition. When the camera finally begins to
roll on Day One, in Hitchcock's opinion, the film is already complete. Actual
production is merely going through the motions. In Hitchcock's world, actors
hit their marks, say their lines and cause no trouble. Clift is disturbing Hitchcock's 
well-ordered way of doing things.
                   Hence, the time-consuming, wearying war of words that has been going
on since the first day of shooting last week back at the studio in Burbank. 
The move to Canada has apparently only exacerbated the situation. This is Day
One in Canada. Will it be like this for the rest of the month?  I dread the thought.
                    The film is entitled "I Confess". It stars not only Clift but Anne Baxter,
Karl Malden and Brian Aherne. It is slated for release in early spring of 1953. Most of 
the picture will be filmed in Quebec City with a few scenes already shot on the sound 
stages at the Warner Brothers studio back in Burbank. Additional scenes may or 
may not be shot on stages when we return from Canada. A lot will depend on the 
weather. It's early September. We have no reason to expect weather delays but in 



the movie business, you plan for everything and hope that your worst fears do not 
materialize. Hitchcock is known for finishing on time and on budget but this is the 
first film he has made with Clift (and probably his last) so we shall see.  Sherry 
Shourds, the production supervisor, says we are already falling behind and now she 
starts off each day with a call to the national weather service. Quebec City is not 
Miami Beach. Snow is always a possibility.
                    The cast and members of the production staff are staying at the 
Chateau Frontenac, the massively luxurious hotel that dominates the Quebec City 
skyline. The crew is being housed at the nearby Citadel. The only cast member to 
eschew
the luxury of the Frontenac is Clift who has opted to move in with some priests at 
one of the local churches, the  better to get an in-depth feeling for Fr. Michael Logan, 
the priest he is portraying in the movie. 
                    My name is Joe Bernardi and I am a feather merchant. Put more 
politely, I work in the Press and Publicity Department of Warner Brothers Studios. My 
job is to weave fanciful stories that make our stars seem better than they are and to 
promote each and every one of our movies as distinguished quality entertainment. 
It's also my job to run interference when something pops up that casts a negative
light on a star or the studio. Given the voracious nature of Hollywood's gossip 
columnists for salacious news, this is by far the more difficult assignment.
                      I have been assigned a small room at the far end of the farthest wing 
of the hotel. I have no complaints. It is comfortable and has its own bath and affords 
a magnificent view of the city which nestles up against the St Lawrence River. The 
city dates back to the early 1600's and parts of it have yet to succumb to the 
Twentieth Century (or even the Nineteenth, for that matter). Church spires abound 
and an agnostic in search of God couldn't find a better place to look for Him.
                    Today I awakened at seven a.m., dressed quickly and grabbed a quick
breakfast in the dining room. Now I am sitting at my desk in the Production Office 
which is located on the first floor down a long corridor from the lavish well
appointed lobby.  We have taken over a modest sized meeting room which will
be Ground Zero for the duration of the shoot. We are the nerve center of the
operation overseen by Sherry and her assistant , Barbara Keon. Along with a dozen 
desks and our own private phone system, we have tables, dozens of chairs, 
bookcases, mimeograph machines, postage meters, as well as cartons of paper and 
envelopes and office supplies. 
                  I am on the phone to my boss, Charlie Berger, and filling him in on what 
I know of the slow down in production at the church this morning. On paper
it's a relatively simple scene.  Otto Keller, the handyman played by O.E. Hasse,
confesses to Father Logan that he has killed a man. Two actors, one on one 
dialogue, a  limited number of setups. It should have been going quickly. It hasn't. I 
suspect that Clift, who to the best of my knowledge is not Catholic, is having trouble 
dealing with the concept of the Seal of the Confessional.  Having heard Keller's 
confession, Father Logan may not reveal by word or deed, commission or omission, 
anything that he has been told to him under the Seal. In Clift's mind he probably 
feels he must become that priest in order to convey the "truth" of the scene. This is a 
far cry from Hitchcock's "hit your marks and say your lines."



                  I can hear the annoyance in Charlie's voice. I know that he's glad it's me
and not him on location and having to deal with this situation. Nonetheless he will
be hearing from Jack Warner, if he hasn't already, and whatever ass-kicking
Charlie gets, he will pass it on to me. Of course the one who really needs the ass
kicking is Hitchcock himself who as producer and director hired Clift in the first
place.  Did he not know what he was getting into? I don't know but I do know you
don't administer any ass kicking to Alfred Hitchcock. 
                      I look up  as Father Paul LaCouline  comes in the room.  LaCouline is 
our technical advisor and was instrumental in getting the picture back on track just
when it looked as if it were headed for the trash pile. He is carrying the latest script
changes in his hand.
                   "Good morning, Joe," he says.
                   "Good morning, Father," I reply. Even though I am a non-believer, I am
always respectful to members of the clergy and especially to those like Fr.
LaCouline who are easy going and leave the proselytizing to missionaries in far
off lands. "I didn't expect you back here so early," I say to him.
                    He shrugs."They finally got through the master and Monty was superb.
I'd swear he graduated first at the seminary if I didn't know better." The master is
the all encompassing take that sets the geography of the scene. It is followed up by
close-ups and other  specific angles that the director is going to want to use in the
completed film. These angles are called "coverage" and the performances by the
actors are identical to the way each played the scene in the master.
                    Fr. LaCouline is always on the set whenever a scene is shot that 
involves Catholic traditions or dogma. If something isn't right, he's there to correct it 
on the spot. If we film something wrong, it's a sure bet that thousands of Catholics 
will write in castigating us for being sloppy or, worse, anti-Catholic. These are letters 
we don't wish to receive and more to the point, don't want  to answer .
                  "How does Hitch feel?" I ask.
                  "He seems happy about what he's getting but the price he's paying to
get it is driving him mad."
                  I smile. "I won't quote you on that."
                  "Merci, mon ami," he says returning the smile.
                  He sits at a desk and starts to read over the revised pages.The second
writer on the script, William Archibald, has accompanied us to Canada and is
available to incorporate revisions requested by Hitchcock or in some cases by the
actors and in other cases by production personnel. The original writer of the
script, George Tabori, is no longer involved in the production.
                  Hitchcock had sewed up a number of the local churches for filming but
when the key prelates of the diocese read the original script, they rescinded 
their cooperation. In Tabori's script Father Logan is tried and found guilty of
murder and executed. When Tabori refused to rewrite the script to Hitchcock's
specifications, he was fired and Archibald signed to replace him. In the Archibald
version Father Logan is found not guilty but with the stigma of an unpopular
verdict hanging over him. At this point, Keller thinks he is being betrayed both by
his wife and by Father Logan and he blurts out his admission of guilt within
earshot of the authorities. He murders his wife and is about to kill Logan when the



police shoot him dead in the grand ballroom of the Chateau Frontenac. With
Fr. Couline interceding,  the diocese agreed to reconsider their objections and
made the churches once again available.
                 I sip my coffee and lean back in my chair. My approach to this film 
demands a modicum of decorum so outlandish attention-getting stunts are out
of the question. I've already planned an interview with Karl Malden on what it's
like to work with Hitch. Malden and I worked together on "Streetcar" and we get
along well. He'll give me what I need. I also have the names and phone numbers
of the entertainment writers and editors for all of the major newspapers in Ontario 
and Quebec Province. I'll start making my get-acquainted calls after lunch and 
perhaps some time early next week I'll stage a fancy press dinner here at the 
Frontenac where they can ask questions of Hitch and the cast members. As far as I 
can tell the only possible resistance will come from Clift, a notorious loner, but I won't 
know that until I ask him.
                My phone rings. I pick up. Connie Lederer, our assistant assistant 
production assistant whose main job is to filter out crank calls is on the line.
                "For you on One, Mr. Bernardi. A Mr. Cockburn. He said you'd know 
what it was about."
                 "I'll take it,"  I say and indeed I do know what it's about. Wiley Cockburn is 
a private detective, one of the best in Los Angeles and came highly recommended to 
me by my friend Mick Clausen, a successful bail bondsman who just happens to be 
married to my ex-wife. Several months ago I hired Wiley to track down my former 
live-in, Bunny Lesher, who I had every intention of making my wife number two. 
Through an unfortunate set of circumstances Bunny left me to take a career-making 
job in New York City.  We had hoped to keep our romance alive with bicoastal visits 
but it didn't work out. Neither did her job and now she is out there somewhere in the 
company of a man who is using her and will surely discard her at the first sign she is 
becoming tiresome. I know that she's drinking too much. She may be into other 
things, equally as destructive. I knew immediately when I last talked to her six 
months ago that I could not sit by and let this happen to her. Hence, Wiley Cockburn. 
I may be on a fool's errand. Even if Wiley finds her, Bunny may want no part of me. 
But that's a risk I've been willing to take. If there is one chance in a million that I can 
get her back, I'm taking it. 
                 "Wiley?" I say.
                  "Joe, good to hear your voice," he says.
                  "Where are you?"
                  "L.A. Running the office."
                  "Any news?" I ask.
                  "Nothing good," he says. "My guys tracked her to Lincoln, Nebraska. but
got there too late. The guy she was traveling with, a man named Jacob Fryman, is in 
jail. Drunk, disorderly, assault, wanton destruction of property. I think it was a  
bar fight that got out of hand. He hasn't got two nickels to rub together so I think
he's looking at six months minimum at county expense."
                    "And Bunny?"
                    "Near as my guy could figure four days ago she hopped a ride with a 
fella driving a big rig. So far, nobody knows what the truck looked like or even what 



direction it was headed."
                     "Damn," I mutter.
                     "Joe, this one's rough. Very rough. The only way we got as close as
we did was because Fryman got sloppy. Bunny is sharp. Very sharp. She doesn't
use credit cards, doesn't write to anyone and at the bar where the fight broke out, 
Fryman had introduced her as Diana so she's not even using her real name."
                      "Are you quitting on me, Wiley?" 
                      "Hell, no," he says. "I'm on this as long as you want but we are really
nowhere and I feel as if I'm stealing your money."
                       "That's my worry, Wiley. 
                       "You do know, Joe, that even if we find her, we have no way to force
her to return to you."
                        "Yes, I realize that. What's your next step?" I ask.
                         "We keep asking about the big rig, about the driver if anyone knows
him, the rig itself, whether it's independent or owned by a big shipper.  We canvass
all the major truck stops in every direction and show Bunny's picture. We have a
very slim chance of success and we're using a lot of expensive manpower."
                           "Do it," I say. "I'll be here at this number for the next two weeks 
minimum, maybe as many as three."
                           "You're the boss," he says and hangs up.
                           I lean back in my chair and think about my dwindling savings
account. Five steady years at Warners has allowed me to put aside some decent 
money but it's fast disappearing. I don't care. If it goes, I'll borrow but I won't quit on 
Bunny, not as long as I think there's a chance that she needs me and wants me. 
Sure, maybe I'm being a fool. It wouldn't be the first time. Why is she running and
hiding? I have no idea but I'm determined to find out.  There is one thing I am certain 
of and that is that she loves me. I quit only when we stand face to face and
she tells me she doesn't. Until then, I search.
                            For a moment I think about Jillian Marx with whom I've been 
having
a casual affair for the past several months.  It's mostly about sex and not much else
but it's been convenient for both of us. We accompany one another to social events,
we enjoy our occasional theater dates, and we are compatible dinner companions.
There's no great depth of feeling on either of our parts and that's the way we both
like it.  Jillian knows of my past ties to Bunny. She does not know about Wiley 
Cockburn and our nationwide search. To tell her would only complicate matters
and right now, my life can do without complications.
                            I hear a commotion at the far end of the room and look up. 
A man I don't know is in a heated conversation with Connie Lederer and he is
plainly angry about something. He turns and his eyes scan the room.
                            "Bernardi!" he  calls out. "Is Bernardi here?"
                            All eyes turn toward him as I rise up from my chair. He sees me
and ignoring Connie starts toward me with a forceful stride.
                            "Are you Bernardi?" he asks when he reaches my desk.
                            "I am," I say.
                             He whips out a small leather folder containing his business cards



and hands me one. I look at it. His name is Mackenzie Starr and he is a reporter
for the Quebec City Chronicle-Telegraph.
                             "I arrived at your church this morning to get an interview with 
Hitchcock and was turned away by your security guard who obviously had no idea 
who I am."
                              Neither do I, but I know the type and he is not indigenous
to Canada alone. The USA is full of them. Arrogant and self-important with egos the
size of Saskatchewan, editors and reporters like Starr believe that rules are made
for others but not for them. On his tombstone a fitting epitaph would be: "Let me 
through the Gates. Passes are for the other guys."
                              I smile politely. This is the number one job requirement for 
someone in my profession. No matter the provocation, smile and then smile some
more.
                              "Is it possible, Mr. Starr, that you didn't receive our memo about
the restrictions on contacts with company personnel, particularly Mr.Hitchcock 
and members of the cast?"
                              "I got it," he snarls,"'but I am the Entertainment Editor of the 
biggest newspaper in the province outside of Montreal."
                               "Yes, I'm sure," I say continuing to smile, "but we can't allow
distractions during working hours which is why requests for interviews have to
come through me."
                               "Well, I don't work that way," he says.
                               "But I do," I say, still smiling.
                               Starr is a little man, no taller than five-six with a ferret-like face. I
put him in his early thirties but he could be older. His brownish hair is sparse and
he's already employing a combover to feed his vanity. I've known guys like him all
my life, loud and obnoxious until you stare them down and then they run off and hide 
in the nearest corner, tail between their legs.
                                 "Look, Bernardi---"
                                 "That's Mister Bernardi, Starr," I say, not backing off.
                                 "Don't antagonize me. I can do you a lot of good. I can also
tear you and your little film to shreds should I so choose."
                                 "When's your deadline?" I ask. "Ten p.m.?"
                                  "Eleven," he says.
                                  I nod. "I'll try to set something up for this evening."
                                  Starr shakes his head. "I have plans for this evening."
                                  I shrug. "Then I can't help you," I say. 
                                  He glowers. "I don't think you quite heard me. Mister Bernardi,"
he says, chewing off both syllables of 'mister' like he was biting into a Snickers bar.
                                  "Mac!" 
                                  We both hear a loud female voice and both turn to see a fiesty
redhead approach with flames shooting from her grey-green eyes. She's no
taller than  five-four but her body is picture perfect from top to bottom and her
form fitting cashmere sweater and tight cotton skirt do nothing to hide her attributes.
                                 "What the hell do you think you're up to?" she demands, 
stopping



an inch away from Starr and facing him with a glacial stare. In the process
she seems to have grown a couple of inches. He appears to have shrunk.
                                  "Now don't get in my face, Jeanne," he says, almost whining.
                                  "Then don't you start jerking me around. You know the rules,
Mac. Either go with them or go back to your office."
                                  "I was just trying---"
                                  "I don't want to hear about it," she says. "If you can't play by
the rules, I'll pull your credentials."
                                   He glares at her. She glares back.
                                    "De foutre le camp d'ici, vous merde," she snarls loudly.  
                                   "Fine. Have it your way," he says . He looks over at me. "I'll 
call you later about that interview with Hitchcock."
                                   He turns on his heel and marches off in a huff.
                                   The woman he called Jeanne watches him go and then turns
to me.
                                   "Joe Bernardi?"
                                   I nod. "That's me."
                                   She sticks out her hand with a broad grin. I take it.
                                    "I'm Jeanne d'Arcy with the Quebec Province Film 
Commission
and you're my new assistant."
                                  

                                
                              

                        
         
                     
                    
                     

                    

                      


